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Abstract: This research aims to describe the effectiveness of the implementation of lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values in kindergartens. This research method uses a research and development approach, with the development model using the Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation (ADDIE) models. The development of lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values in kindergarten is carried out in 5 stages, namely: Phase I: Analysis, Phase II: Design, Phase III: Development, Phase IV: Implementation, Stage V: Evaluation. This research is only focused on Phase IV, namely the effectiveness of the implementation of lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values in kindergarten, which involved 11 students in entrepreneurship learning at Nibras Islamic Kindergarten, Padang, Indonesia. The instrument for collecting information and data uses an effectiveness observation sheet. Method of analysis with descriptive statistics. There are several items observed about students' entrepreneurial values, namely, 1) Independent, 2) Discipline, 3) Honesty, 4) Creative, 5) Curiosity, 6) Cooperation, 7) Communicative, 8) Responsibility, 9) Dare to take risks. Furthermore, the effectiveness of the results of the implementation of the first test before using the lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values was 54.74% the category Developed in accordance with expectations and included ineffective because the learning device was said to be effective for learning if students gained a percentage of > 65%. The results of the second test were conducted on the role playing, learning activities that have used lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values of 68.13% the category of Developing in accordance with expectations and including effective. Furthermore, the results of the third test were carried out on supporting themes on market day activities with the condition of real learning activities that have used lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values of 79.30% the category of developing very good and including effective. The conclusion of the effectiveness of the implementation of lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values in kindergarten in the effective category, so it is time for this learning tool to be applied to learning in other kindergartens so that the character and values of children's entrepreneurship can be stimulated early on.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Kindergarten is essentially education organized with the aim of facilitating the growth and development of children as a whole or emphasizing the development of all aspects of the child's personality. Therefore, it is necessary to provide opportunities for children to develop their personality and potential to the fullest. On this basis, kindergartens need to make lesson plans that are appropriate to aspects of child development. One of them is by planning learning material that can develop various aspects of development such as religious and moral values, cognitive, language, social emotional, physical motor, and art [1]. Through six aspects of development, entrepreneurial values can be integrated into the learning process of children. These aspects can develop with an ongoing learning process and become a positive habituation. The learning process, habituation activities and basic skills development really need attention, especially learning, habituation activities and basic skills development that have not been programmed in Kindergarten learning materials such as integration of entrepreneurial values.

In implementing the learning process in kindergartens, it is necessary to prepare a learning implementation plan, one of which is the development of learning materials that are appropriate to the needs of children so that learning can be carried out systematically and continuously. The quality of learning can be determined by the extent to which learning materials and learning activities can change children's behavior in accordance with the stated competency goals. Therefore, teachers are expected to be able to design, develop, and carry out learning activities that are appropriate to the characteristics, needs and development of children, one of which is by developing lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values in kindergartens. Learning activities with the concept of learning while playing really allows entrepreneurial values to be implemented. Instilling entrepreneurial values from an early age becomes a very smart alternative in dealing with the phenomenon and the problem of unemployment [2]. Educational development in Indonesia really needs to provide provisions with entrepreneurial competencies, especially the inculcation of entrepreneurial values, one of which can be done in kindergartens [2], [3]. This condition is emphasized that someone who has an entrepreneurial spirit is a long-term outcome arising from the process of achieving and cognitive abilities during childhood [4]. So that early childhood learning activities based on entrepreneurial values become very important because as a provision, prepare children to be better when they become adults in meeting economic challenges [5]. In the implementation of the learning process it
is very necessary material or content of learning as a reference in the activity of learning that will be carried out. Learning materials that are commonly used are still general and adapted to the needs of schools, but learning materials that integrate entrepreneurial values do not yet exist. So that this becomes an alternative opportunity to develop lesson plans [6], [7], [8], [9], no exception learning materials based on entrepreneurial values in early childhood [10]. Development of lesson plans to be made will be integrated with entrepreneurial values developed in accordance with the needs and development of children based on basic competencies in the curriculum. Entrepreneurial insight and its characteristics in the form of entrepreneurial values is very important to be introduced, instilled, and grown in children from an early age, because all of that is part of social skills that children must indeed master in order to be able to adapt while living their lives in the future, to facilitate learning activities based on entrepreneurial values in question, it is very much needed a clear and structured learning plan that describes learning activities based on entrepreneurial values in early childhood. The development of lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values is an alternative solution [11], [12]. Besides that, the first year children are interested in what they see, imitating other children's habitual models, finding out from trying and failing, and making something that they understand, all of these are important for children in getting information about their social environment that impacts on success and its development, so that entrepreneurship education is needed as an approach to learning, which will support children's development, make learning more effective and strengthen the mental attitude that is trying to be taught to children [13]. By integrating entrepreneurial values into learning practices, it is expected to shape entrepreneurial values in students from an early age [2], [12]. So in this paper explained how the effectiveness of the implementation of lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values in kindergarten.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Early Childhood Learning

Learning is not only done by adults, but also children. Through stimulation from the environment and various experiences experienced to be one of the learning processes of children. Learning will occur in a space that requires interactions that are summarized in the learning process. Learning is an interaction process that aims to help students have meaningful learning experiences so that educational goals can be achieved. In this regard, the learning process is an effort to instill entrepreneurial values, not least in early childhood. Early childhood has different characteristics from adults, both in terms of physical, psychological and thinking. The thought process of children to construct their knowledge cannot be compared to adults. This is because early childhood has characteristics in the learning process, including early childhood learning in accordance with the stages of development [14], [15]. Learning occurs when a child makes a more permanent change in his mind or behavior as a result of the interaction between maturity and learning. There are several principles in learning, namely children as active learners, children's learning is influenced by maturity, children's learning is influenced by the environment, children learn through a combination of physical experiences, social interactions and reflections, children learn with different styles, children learn through play [16]. The principles of early childhood learning [17] namely: oriented to the needs of children, playing while learning, active, creative, innovative, effective, and fun, a conducive environment, using integrated learning, developing life skills and religious life, using media and learning resources and oriented to the principles of child development.

2.3 Entrepreneurship

Research related to entrepreneurship becomes an interesting discussion especially when it is related to the topic and its relation to learning, including entrepreneurial theory, the development of entrepreneurial teaching materials and entrepreneurial learning outcomes [18]-[28], not least entrepreneurial research in early childhood [2], [3], [12]. [29] explains, entrepreneurship or entrepreneurial is the process of creating something new (new creation) or making a change over the old (innovation) with the aim of improving the welfare of individuals and society. [30] explained that entrepreneurship is the process of creating something new, valuable, utilizing the effort and time required, taking into account social, physical, and financial risks, and receiving rewards in the form of money and personal satisfaction and independence. Whereas people who carry out these actions by creating an idea and realizing that idea into reality are called entrepreneurs. [29] Becoming an entrepreneur is required to have a personal maturity to support his entrepreneurial career. [31] Describes the characteristics of an entrepreneur including the following: Having high achievement motives, having a forward perspective, having high creativity, having a high innovation nature, having commitment to work, having responsibility, having independence or independence from others, having the courage to face risk, always looking for opportunities, have a leadership spirit, and have managerial skills. Entrepreneurial or entrepreneurial characteristics are also raised by [32] including hard and smart workers, confident, building for the future, profit-oriented, goal-oriented, firm, able to overcome failure, ability to provide feedback or response, show initiative, be a good listener, set standards of self-performance. Of the many characteristics of an entrepreneur mentioned above, not all of them must be fully mastered and possessed by an individual, but the core competencies that need to be obtained in education are only a few of them. The characteristics that must be possessed by an entrepreneur are in harmony with the nation's noble values in accordance with religion, pancasila, and national education goals, namely religious, honesty, tolerance, discipline, hard work, creative, independent, democratic, curiosity, national spirit, patriotism, respect for achievement, friendship / communication, love for peace, care for the environment, care for society, responsibility [33]. In detail [34] describes several applicative forms in building entrepreneurial values for early childhood in accordance with the characteristics and principles of child development namely: 1) Honesty, 2) Discipline, 3) Hard Work, 4) Creative, 5) Independent, 6) Curiosity, 7) Respect for Achievement, 8) Democracy, 9) Communicative, 10) Responsibility.

2.3 Lesson plans Based on Entrepreneurship Values

Lesson plans are an inseparable part of a curriculum because the curriculum is considered as a guideline or guide in making learning devices developed by teachers, both in terms of designing learning devices, development and all that is related
to the curriculum [35] - [37], [38], as well as the development of learning materials need to pay attention to aspects of child development, namely cognitive, social, emotional and physical in a learning [39], and the creative aspects of thinking [40]. Lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values in kindergartens based on basic competencies by containing material that contains entrepreneurial values such as telling the truth when buying and selling, can carry out buying and selling activities, working together with friends in carrying out buying and selling activities, responsible responsible for safeguarding merchandise, inviting buyers to buy merchandise in spoken and expression language, giving thanks for the results obtained when trading, and others. Based on the explanation above, it can be concluded that the lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values are learning materials that contain a series of information, knowledge, skills and values that will be used by educators in carrying out learning activities based on entrepreneurial values to students to fit the objectives want to achieve.

3 METHODS
This research method uses a research and development approach [41], with a development model using the Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation (ADDIE) model, [42]. The method of analysis aims to analyze the effectiveness of the implementation of lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values in kindergartens conducted with descriptive statistics. The development of lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values in kindergarten is carried out in 5 stages, namely: Phase I: needs analysis [43], [44], Phase II: Design, Phase III: Development, Phase IV: Implementation, Phase V: Evaluation. This research is only focused on Phase IV, namely the effectiveness of the implementation of lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values in kindergartens that have been refined based on expert tests are further tested. The testing of lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values in kindergartens begins with observation of the role playing dyse ntery activities, called the first test. The observational data of role playing activities were analyzed and then welcomed to the role playing center teachers using lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values in kindergarten. The test was conducted in August to September 2019 to 1 group B aged 5-6 years 2019/2020 school year in the Islamic Nibras kindergarten in Padang, Indonesia. The instrument for collecting information and data uses an effectiveness observation sheet. There are several items observed about students' entrepreneurial values namely, 1) Independent, 2) Discipline, 3) Honesty, 4) Creative, 5) Curiosity, 6) Cooperation, 7) Communicative, 8) Responsibility, 9) Dare to take risks. Descriptive analysis results of the effectiveness of the implementation of lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values with the percentage of achievement levels, namely: 1) 0-25: Not yet Developing, 2) 26-50: Starting to Develop, 3) 51-75: Developing As Expected, 4) Very Good Development. Based on the percentage of achievement levels mentioned earlier, the learning device is said to be effective for learning if students get a percentage of ≥ 65%.

4 RESULT
In this part of the results it is explained that this stage aims to obtain an effective entrepreneurial values-based learning tool in kindergarten. Lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values in kindergartens that have been refined based on expert tests are further tested. The testing of lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values in kindergarten begins with observation of the role playing dysentery activities, called the first test. The observational data of role playing activities were analyzed and then welcomed to the role playing center teachers using lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values in kindergarten. The test was conducted in August to September 2019 to 1 group B aged 5-6 years 2019/2020 school year in the Islamic Nibras kindergarten in Padang, amounting to 11 people. The test was conducted in the role playing learning activities (the second test) and the subsequent tests were carried out on the supporting activities of the theme on the market day activities with the conditions of real learning activities (the third test). The following is a graphic image of a test of the effectiveness of the implementation of lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values in kindergartens.
Fig. 2. Graph of results of tests on aspects of entrepreneurial values observed in Kindergartens

5 DISCUSSION

Effectiveness can be interpreted simply as an activity to determine the level of implementation of lesson plans that have been developed in a particular situation which is usually expressed by a numerical scale based on certain criteria. Thus, effectiveness is defined as knowing whether the developed learning device can stimulate entrepreneurial values early on in children. Implementation of lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values in kindergarten by observing aspects of entrepreneurial values including: 1) Independent, 2) Discipline, 3) Honesty, 4) Creative, 5) Curiosity, 6) Cooperation, 7) Communicative, 8) Responsibility, 9) Dare to Take Risks. Furthermore, to see the effectiveness of the use of lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values is done by observing the observations of the results of the development of children, the results of initial observations made before students make learning by using lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values and subsequent observations are made after the students make learning with using lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values, namely by observing the development of students. The results of the first test conducted were started by observing the activities of dysentery playing a role before using the lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values, the observation results obtained an average percentage of 54.74% the category of Developing in Accordance with Expectations, with details of 9 aspects of entrepreneurial values generated 2 categories namely 1) Developing Start categories include: honesty (50%), curiosity (50%), and dare to take risks (47.22%), and 2) Developing categories according to expectations include: independent (56.94%), discipline (58.33%), creative (56.25%), cooperation (62.96%), communicative (54.72%), responsibility (56.25%). The results of the first test with an average percentage of 54.74% the category of Developing in line with Expectations and including ineffective because the learning device is said to be effective for learning if students get a percentage of> 65%. The results of the second test conducted in the learning activities of the role playing center have used lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values, the observation results obtained an average percentage of 68.13% the category Develops in Accordance with Expectations, and of the 9 aspects of entrepreneurial values all are in Developing categories according to expectations are independent (68.18%), discipline (73.86%), honesty (67.05%), creative (72.44%), curiosity (70.45%), cooperation (68%, 18%), communicative (64.55%), responsibility (67.05%), risk taking (61.36%). The results of the second test with an average percentage of 68.13% the category develops in Accordance with Expectations and are effective because lesson plans are said to be effective for learning if students get a percentage of> 65%. The results of the third test conducted on supporting activities on market day activities with real learning conditions that have used entrepreneurial values-
based lesson plans, observation results obtained an average percentage of 79.30% Very Good Developing category, with details of 9 aspects of entrepreneurial values resulted in 2 categories: 1) Very Good Developing categories including: independent (87.50%), discipline (85.23%), honesty (77.27%), creative (80.40%), curiosity (84.09%), responsibility (76.14%) and 2) Developing categories as expected, including: cooperation (73.48%), communicative (74.55%), risk taking (75%). The results of the third test with an average percentage of 79.30% the category of Very Good Development and included effective because the learning device is said to be effective for learning if students get a percentage of> 65%. Furthermore, these nine entrepreneurial values are described in market day activities with the conditions of real learning activities that have used entrepreneurial values-based lesson plans, namely:

1) Independent
Habit through self-feeding, taking own stationery, washing one’s own hands, wearing his own clothes, completing assignments without asking for help from friends or teachers, are things that are very possible to be trained in children in kindergarten to instill a mature value of independence. in children from an early age. It can even be taught to children to make their own media and play equipment, to practice independence so as not to depend on the items that have been provided, but can also make their own. In carrying out this research, this independence has seen children can carry out learning activities without the help of others and the child can arrange their own items to be sold.

2) Discipline
Habit of self-discipline in early childhood can be done at home or at school. Such as teaching and accustomed children to eat, drink while sitting, pray before doing activities without teacher supervision, orderly when learning and playing. Likewise in the implementation of lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values that children have begun to arrive on time when learning activities have not begun and are disciplined in the rules and how to buy and sell good in implementing activities.

3) Honesty
Teachers can train children to have the value of honesty through role playing activities namely buying and selling. There are children who act as buyers, there are children who act as sellers. This activity is one method to teach children about the concept of honesty, but the most basic thing when trying to teach honesty to children is through direct action. Teachers or parents must be accustomed to say honesty and keep promises to children, no matter how small that promise, so that children will be able to imitate and copy the actions of adults around them. In this research activity, children have told the truth when asked when buying and selling activities and tell the truth about the goods being sold.

4) Creative
Creative is one thing that is very important to have someone who competes in the era of modernization. Some alternative activities that can be done in kindergarten to instill the value of children’s creativity include making media from natural materials such as clay, sand, leaves, or from used items such as used bottles, used paper, cardboard, etc. others so that something useful and meaningful for the child can be created. After the items made by children are made, the teacher can provide an area for children to showcase their work and can also be made a market day activity, other children or parents buy the creativity of the child, this activity is carried out at the time of research and the child has been creative in making works can produce selling points, creatively modifying existing goods and produce selling points, creatively using a Child’s Garden something that can produce selling points and be creative in solving simple problems.

5) Curiosity
Basically every child has a high curiosity, it’s just that sometimes because it is not accommodated by parents or teachers, so the child lacks the confidence to try new things. Therefore, as a teacher must be able to design learning in kindergarten as attractive as possible to build children's curiosity through light nature exploring by exploring the school environment, doing explorative games and scientific experiments that have never been experienced by children, even just make guesses to hone the imagination and experience of children. In conducting the research, there is already a curiosity about the learning activities that will be carried out, which will be done and curious about the information provided by friends and teachers.

6) Cooperation
Learning activities in schools can not be separated from the value of this one. Cooperation is needed in realizing a specific goal in a group and activity. Collaboration in the kindergarten environment can be seen in the implementation of research that students have been able to carry out entrepreneurial learning activities together with friends and interactions occur with friends when learning activities, also there are students who help their friends when needed in learning activities.

7) Communicative
To train children to have good interpersonal skills through communication. Group activities are one of the right ways to be used in the learning process in the classroom. Through group work the child will communicate with his group friends and will further develop the child’s verbal skills. At the time of research simple things from the communicative value had been seen including the child had thanked the buyer and spoke politely in trading. Besides that, children have shown friendly attitudes to buyers, respecting older buyers, thanking buyers, having conversations when buying and selling, inviting and encouraging buyers to buy merchandise, showing facial expressions (happy, sad, angry) when trading, ask responsible for merchandise with the buyer, determining the price of the goods sold.

8) Responsibility
Through habituation efforts by inviting children to rearrange toys that have been used is one of the easiest alternatives to instill the value of responsibility in children. At the time of conducting the research it was seen that the child had tidied
up the place that was used when the entrepreneurial learning activities, put the items back in place, can take care of his merchandise, can do the tasks that have been given well.

9) Dare to Take Risks
Every business process has its own risks, both profit and loss. To minimize business failure, the entrepreneur must know the chance of failure; thus, efforts can be made to minimize the risk. Daring to take risks at the level of early childhood is certainly simpler, and this can be seen in the implementation of lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values including children who have the courage to do trading activities, dare to show their work for sale, dare to appear in public in buying and selling activities, dare to offer goods to sell, can control emotions in buying and selling activities, and can adapt to buyers.

Based on the explanation on how to build entrepreneurial values for early childhood, it can be concluded that the process of instilling entrepreneurial values in children can be started as early as possible in ways that are appropriate to the stage of child development. Teachers in schools can implement lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values into the learning process according to the needs of children.

6 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Based on the findings and discussion of the results of the research, it can be concluded that the effectiveness of the implementation of lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values in kindergartens is in the effective category because the results of the effectiveness of the implementation of lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values are carried out by initial observation of role playing dysentery, is called the first test with the observation results obtained an average percentage of 54.74% the category Develops in line with Expectations and includes effective because lesson plans are said to be effective for learning if students get a percentage of ≥ 65%. The results of the second test conducted in the learning activities of dysentery playing a role with the observation results obtained an average percentage of 68.13% the category of Developing in line with Expectations and including effective. Furthermore, the results of the third test were conducted on supporting activities on the theme of market day activities with real learning conditions with the observation results obtained an average percentage of 79.30% the category of Very Good Development and included effective. So it is time for lesson plans based on entrepreneurial values can be applied to learning in other kindergartens so that the character and values of children’s entrepreneurship can be stimulated properly and can be increased.
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